Developing Leadership Potential
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Hebrews 13:7-9





A mature church must also be mature in its
leadership/servantship, inclusive of elders, deacons,
evangelists & teachers (Acts 14:23; Tit. 1:5; Eph. 4:11-12)
Heb. 13:17 – A dual warning! Heb 13:17 “Obey them that
have the rule over you, and submit yourselves: for they
watch for your souls, as they that must give account, that
they may do it with joy, and not with grief: for that is
unprofitable for you.”
Where do these servant leaders come from? How are they
developed?

The church must develop, replenish & preserve her own pool
of leadership potential
 Potential: "Capable of coming into being or action; the
capacity for use or development."
 They come from among the local membership (Acts 6:3-4
"...seek out from among you...")
◦ Some may meet some qualifications at the time they are
converted, but must be matured as faithful Christians.
◦ Some may be automatically excluded, because they fail
to meet certain qualifications & cannot meet them in
the future – E.g. Husb& of one wife (1 Tim. 3:2); (1
Tim. 3:4) one whose children have grown up in
wickedness & rebellion; (1 Tim. 3:7) those who have
destroyed their reputations.
 Vigilance to seek out & train is essential (Acts 6:3-4).
 A major portion of training should be directed toward
leadership development (2 Tim. 2:2).
 Children raised by Christian parents should be nurtured &
trained to aspire to leadership & service (Eph. 6:4).
 New converts should be evaluated for leadership &/or
teaching potential.
Replenishing & preserving leadership potential
 Faithful leadership must seek to renew & replicate itself.

◦ (1 Tim. 3:2 - able to teach) good leaders are good
disciplers.
◦ (2 Tim. 2:2) good leaders are to insure that there is
never a "leadership vacuum" - training & evaluation
program are essential!
◦ (Phil. 2:19-22) like Paul, every leader should look for &
develop a "Timothy"
◦ One of the greatest failures is neglecting to train up
leaders to succeed them, which is self-defeating.
Preserving leadership potential
 Regular, repetitive, recurring training is essential: Teach - 1
Tim. 4:11; Remind - Tit. 3:1; Repeat - Gal. 1:9.
 Opportunities to gain "hands on" experience must be
provided.
◦ "Hearers" must learn to be "doers" (Jas. 1:21-27)
◦ Knowledge is matured in "doing" (Mat. 7:24-27; Jn.
8:31-32)
 Corrective, protective discipline must be consistently
practiced to keep leadership potential from being corrupted.
 What meets corruption, if not protected (Rev 3:2), will
become corrupted (1 Cor. 15:33; 1 Cor. 5:6; Mat. 23:15).
 Purity of doctrine (Tit. 1:9) must be preserved in order to
preserve the purity of the church (Eph. 5:25-27).
 The results of conscientiously developing, employing,
preserving & replenishing faithful leadership (Eph. 4:1216). (Seen end note)
Decision:
 Every congregation is intended to mature, & every mature
congregation must have proper leadership.
 Every congregation must continuously strive to develop,
preserve & replenish a pool of leadership potential.
 Positive results are healthy, stable, growing, serving,
mature Christians & congregations.
 Negative results from neglect are unfaithfulness, corrupted
& troubled churches, spiritually dead congregations, always
longing for faithful leadership, but forever lacking it.

Eph. 4;12-16 – Desired results:
 The saints are equipped for the work of the ministry.
 The body (church) is united in faith.
 Corporate & individual growth in the knowledge of Christ.
 A mature church - matching the stature of Christ.
 A congregation not plagued by indecision.
 Stable in doctrine & grounded in truth.
 Able to withst& trickery, craftiness & deception.
 Each joint (church member) trained & motivated to
effective work, rather than being neglected, complaining
busybodies.
 A congregation that is edified (built up) in love.

